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Why this Why this Why this Why this Report?Report?Report?Report?    

The purpose of this report is not to change history, or debate historical decisions, but rather 
to learn from the past as we look to the future. 
 
As a parent organization, we see future capacity issues with schools in our district, and have 
shown these issues in this report. There is already not enough capacity in certain 
elementary schools to accommodate all students who wish to attend those schools, and we 
see this problem becoming more common in the future in certain areas of the district.  
 
As an example, at the start of the 2011/12 school year, one class in Prince George spent the 
first months of the school year meeting in a school library as there is no room for them in 
the school. A number of elementary schools have had their registration capped, and 
students have been turned away from their neighbourhood schools.  
 
The District Parent Advisory Council would like to see an annual report on the condition of 
our district’s student enrolment and capacity. This report would be delivered to the school 
board at a public board meeting, prior to kindergarten registration and the start of the 
district transfer process, and also be in time to provide assistance to the budget committee 
when preparing the following year’s budget.  The report would provide information on any 
caps on registration or transfers, and would also provide the board and the public with 
information on any problem areas. 
 
There should be time built in for dialogue, discussion, collaboration, and consensus building 
to take place about options for dealing with capacity issues, and this discussion should not 
take place in the eleventh hour.  
 
In this report, we have looked at the historic enrolment numbers and projected enrolment 
numbers, and compared them to the capacity of our schools. This is the type of visual 
information that can be generated and provided to Board members and the public to ensure 
that people understand the historical impact of declining enrolment, increases in enrolment, 
and school closures.  This type of information could easily be included in an annual report so 
that trends can be clearly visualized. 
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Why are Why are Why are Why are Enrolment Enrolment Enrolment Enrolment Projections Important?Projections Important?Projections Important?Projections Important?    

Projections matter.  

Projections matter because enrolment projections are a factor in whether individual schools 
are closed or opened. They matter because they can indicate whether or not more space is 
needed in a particular community. They matter because they affect the attention that is 
paid to a particular school – if a school is projected with declining enrolment, it may get 
fewer upgrades than a school with rising enrolment.  
 

Projections should be public. 

Projections out to 2014 were publically given in the district closure report. The handouts 
given at each closure meeting had the projections for the affected schools at the top of the 
page. The chair of the school board has given interviews to the newspaper stating: ““Our 
projections are status quo, we’re not seeing increases. We’re going to lose a tremendous 
amount of kids out of Heather Park, we’re not seeing huge issues as far as enrollment 
increases at Glenview and then if we move to the western part of the city and up to the 
College Heights area, it’s kind of the same situation.” Given that the projections are being 
used for planning purposes and to answer questions from parents, and also given that this is 
a public school district, numbers and assumptions used towards the planning should be 
made public.  
 

Projections depend on assumptions. 

As the projections are critical to the future of schools, so are the assumptions critical to the 
projections. Any projection that does not have explainable assumptions is fatally flawed. 
Without an outline of the assumptions behind the projection, it is unknown as to whether or 
not the projection depends on out-dated data, inaccurate assumptions, or assumptions 
made to influence a particular course of action. 
 

Projections should be viewed cautiously. 

As with any projection of the future, it is difficult to be 100% accurate except by accident. 
Along with this is a requirement to be cautious about which projection is considered. For 
example, if the question at hand is how many elementary schools should be in a particular 
area, looking at the trend for total student registration would be misleading.  
 

Projections are pivotal for planning 

It is essential to plan ahead for adequate accommodation of students, and to avoid 
unnecessary expenses.  
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What is Capacity?What is Capacity?What is Capacity?What is Capacity?    

The capacity of a school depends on the grade of the students enrolled in the school. An 
elementary school with 10 classrooms, for example, would be able to hold 220 kindergarten 
students, or 240 grade 1 to 3 students, or 300 grade 4 to 7 students, based on current class 
size maximums.  

The capacity numbers shown in this report have been taken from the district closure report 
(and previous closure reports). When showing capacity, two lines are shown – nominal 
capacity and working capacity. According to the district closure report: 

“When considering the number of student spaces in a school building, the ministry 

has… standards of measurement that it uses in considering the replacement or 

renovation of a building through the ministry capital plan.  

The principal standard is nominal capacity. Nominal capacity forms the base line and 

remains fixed. It is based upon 20 kindergarten students per classroom and 25 

students per class, Grades 1 through 12.  

For the purposes of this [District Sustainability Committee] report, we have 

introduced the concept of “working capacity.” Working capacity acknowledges that 

an intermediate or secondary classroom can accommodate up to 30 students. 

Kindergarten and primary classroom occupancy maximums range from 22 to 24 

students per classroom.” 

Nominal and working capacities have not been modified for Lac des Bois or Heather Park 
Elementary schools. While they were formerly a junior secondary and a middle school, they 
are now both elementary schools. The real capacity numbers would have decreased.  

Working capacity is also affected by portables. Current portable space has been shown, but 
the history of the portables is not known. It is assumed that each portable adds 30 spaces to 
a school.  Portables do not add to the nominal capacity of a school. 

It is important to note that there are district average class size limitations, in addition to 
individual class size limitations. For example, an individual kindergarten class cannot exceed 
22 students, but on average, the district average size for kindergarten classes must not 
exceed 19 students. For grades 1 to 3 the maximum class size is 24 students, but cannot 
exceed 21 students on average across the district, and for grades 4 to 7 the maximum class 
size is 30 students, but cannot exceed 28 students on average across the district. In other 
words, a district cannot run all it schools at full capacity and still be compliant with the 
School Act.  

Note that a class may exceed 30 students for grades 4 and over if the superintendent, 
principal, and teacher agree that the organization of the class is appropriate for student 
learning. For grades 4 to 7, the teacher must consent; for grades 8 and over, the teacher 
must be consulted. 

Other issues that will affect the real capacity of a school are Strong Start programs, other 
instructional use of classroom spaces (example: art room), or day care spaces. These are not 
examined in this report.   
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Notes on DataNotes on DataNotes on DataNotes on Data    

A table of data is available in an Appendix to this report. 

A “family of schools” as defined by each high school and the respective “feeder” elementary 
schools. Closed schools have been categorized with their most logical “family”. 

Actual enrolment data was supplied by the Ministry of Education. Some of that data can be 
accessed at http://www.bced.gov.bc.ca/reporting/ 

Enrolment data has been updated with 2011 numbers. The section in the report showing 
projections has not been updated – it shows historic numbers up to the 2010/11 school 
year, and then projections after that.  

As the analysis has been based on elementary and secondary schools, Heather Park Middle 
school was divided up, with grades 6 and 7 shown as an elementary school, while grade 8 
shows as a secondary school. Junior secondary schools were counted as secondary schools. 

School district DSC projections are from the District Sustainability Committee report.  

A recommended document would be the School District Facilities Plan for the Sunshine 
Coast school district, which looks at issues such as projected enrolments and facilities. 

School district projections for individual schools are from a one page report titled “School 
Age Enrolment Forecast 2010-2016”, showing total projected population per school for 
various years. DPAC verbally asked for these projections to be made public at a public school 
board meeting and was denied. Given the situation, projections have been left in the 
version of the report provided to DPAC executive, the school board, and the school district. 
Pages 14 to 28 are removed from the version provided to other parties. It is unclear why this 
information cannot be made public.  
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HHHHistorical Enrolmentistorical Enrolmentistorical Enrolmentistorical Enrolment    

What has happened to total student numbers? 

Since 1997, school district enrolment has decreased dramatically. 

Total Enrolment 

 

Enrolment Broken down by Elementary or Secondary 

As can be seen, the elementary school enrolment has seen more of a decrease than the 

secondary school population. 
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What has the enrolment change been for elementary schools 
in each Family Group? 

Elementary schools for each Family Group – Total Enrolment 

 

Elementary schools for each Family Group – by Percentage of Total Enrolment 

The biggest change in relative enrolment has come from the College Heights area elementary school 

growth, especially since 2003. Mackenzie has seen a decrease from making up 8% of the district’s 

elementary school enrolment, to 4%.  PGSS, DP Todd, and Kelly Road’s family groupings have 

remained fairly level as compared to the entire district, while Duchess Park had decreased. The 

changes in registration due to the capping of registration in College Heights and the introduction of 

the single track French school in Duchess Park are starting to be seen. Valemount and McBride have 

remained fairly constant as a percentage of the entire district.  
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What has the enrolment change been for secondary schools in 
each Family Group? 

Secondary schools for each Family Group – Total Enrolment 

 

Secondary schools for each Family Group – by Percentage of Total 

 

There appears to have been a change in how the enrolment in the alternate programs was 
reported starting in 2003, which seems to have affected the figures for PGSS.  
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How has the enrolment changed, as compared to the capacity 
of the elementary schools in each Family Group? 

The black line represents nominal capacity, and the red line represents working capacity. 
 
The capacity increases and decreases in various years as schools open or close (see appendix 
for list of schools). Historic data is not available for capacity changes caused by portables. 
 

Prince George area – Elementary schools for each Family Group 

 

Mackenzie, McBride, Valemount area – Elementary Schools for each Family Group 

 

Prince George and Mackenzie, McBride, and Valemount are shown separately due to the 
difference in scale of the total student numbers.  
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How has the enrolment changed, as compared to the capacity 
of the secondary schools in each Family Group? 

Prince George area – Secondary schools for each Family Group 

Note: this includes the junior secondary schools and a portion of the middle school, now closed, in 

each family group. For example, the secondary schools in the PGSS family have included Prince 

George Secondary, Blackburn Junior Secondary, and John McInnis Junior Secondary. 

 

Mackenzie, McBride, Valemount area – Secondary Schools for each Family Group 
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Projected EnrolmentsProjected EnrolmentsProjected EnrolmentsProjected Enrolments    ––––    Ministry of EducationMinistry of EducationMinistry of EducationMinistry of Education    

The Ministry of Education makes public projections for each school district per grade, as part of their 

Capital Planning Resources. 

Elementary Enrolment – Actual, Ministry 2003 Projections, and Ministry 2011 Projections 

 

The projections posted on the Ministry website that are labelled as being made in 2003 seem to be 

very accurate in projecting the elementary school population up to 2010. For 2011 and onwards, 

their projections are showing a slight increase in elementary school enrolment. 
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Secondary Enrolment – Actual, Ministry 2003 Projections, and Ministry 2011 Projections 

 

There is a difference in these figures between the actual and projections, which appear to 
be due to the alternative programs being reported in a different manner. At any rate, the 
secondary school enrolment has been declining, and is projected to keep doing so until 
about 2017. 
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Projected Enrolments Projected Enrolments Projected Enrolments Projected Enrolments ––––    School DistrictSchool DistrictSchool DistrictSchool District    

What is the difference between the total projections for the 
Ministry of Education and the School District? 

Elementary Enrolment – Actual, Ministry 2011 Projections, School District 2011 Projections 

 

 
 
There is not a large difference in the projections for elementary school students. The school 
district is showing an even higher increase in elementary school enrolment than the 
Ministry of Education is.  
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Secondary Enrolment – Actual, Ministry 2011 Projections, School District 2011 Projections 

 
 
The school district projections available do not show the alternative programs, and are 
therefore not directly comparable. They have been included, as the school district 
projections show a steeper decline in enrolment than do the Ministry projections.  
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What are the school district enrolment projections for school 
family groups, as compared to capacity? 

Elementary Enrolment – Actual and School District 2011 Projections 

 
In these projections, the Duchess Park family group sees a large increase in students, while 
College Heights sees a decrease. All other family groups remain more or less constant.  

Comparison of elementary enrolment and capacity 

  
College Heights decreases to only filling schools to their nominal capacity, while Duchess 
Park increases from slightly over 50% of capacity to slightly over 75% of capacity.  
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Secondary Enrolment – Actual and School District 2011 Projections 

 
While Prince George secondary schools are at capacity in 2010, they are projected to fall in 

enrolment, especially for Kelly Road and PGSS.  

Comparison of secondary enrolment and capacity 
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Are there differences in the projections shown in the District 
Sustainability report and the current district projections? 

When looked at in family groups,  there are three family groups that show more than a minor 

difference between the DSC projections and the 2011 projections for elementary schools – Duchess 

Park, Kelly Road, and PGSS. All three groups show more students in the 2011 school district 

projections than the 2010 projections.   

 

Due to the closure of the junior secondary schools and the reallocation of students, the secondary 

school enrolment projections are not directly comparable. 
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There are some differences for the schools receiving the small communities grant in each family. 

 

 

These schools would include those in Mackenzie, McBride, and Valemount, as well as Nukko Lake, 

Salmon Valley, Shady Valley, Giscombe, Hixon, Buckhorn, and Pineview.  
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Individual School Individual School Individual School Individual School and Capacity and Capacity and Capacity and Capacity IssuesIssuesIssuesIssues    

College Heights Elementary Schools 

 

Elementary schools in the College Heights area are currently either at nominal or close to working 

capacity. Enrolment in this area has increased since 2003. The projections show a slight decrease 

from nominal capacity at Beaverly, a decline for College Heights elementary to below nominal, an 

increase at Malaspina (where there is a new modular/portable installed), Southridge staying at 

nominal capacity, and no room for growth at Vanway. If additional growth takes place in this part of 

the city, more capacity will be required for elementary schools in this area. 
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Note that College Heights Elementary had its registration capped for 2011, as well as transfers in for 

French immersion in other grades. There is more demand for enrolment than there is space at this 

school. In 2012, both College Heights Elementary and Vanway Elementayr have had kindergarten 

registration limited.  

The French immersion students turned away from College Heights appear to be the primary source 

of the growth for École Lac des Bois: 
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Duchess Park and DP Todd 

While it may seem as though there is a great deal of elementary capacity in the Duchess Park family, 

this is primarily due to extra space in the single track French immersion school.  

Heritage Elementary is shown as being beyond nominal capacity, and in some years, beyond working 

capacity. Registration at Heritage has been capped in 2012.  

   

Note: the nominal and working capacity for Lac des Bois has not been adjusted for use as an 

elementary school. The real capacity for this schools is lower than shown.  
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Kelly Road Elementary Schools 

 

Note: this graph shows Glenview with one modular/portable, adding 30 students to its working 

capacity. 

Heather Park Elementary, the largest elementary school in the district, is showing a constant decline 

in student enrolment in the school district projections. However, this decline seems to be only made 

possible by increasing enrolment at Glenview and Hart Highlands to well over capacity. While there 

is a modular/portable newly installed at Glenview, it would not be large enough to fit the growth 

shown. For example, in 2016/17, the projected enrolment at Glenview is 302 students, with a 

nominal capacity of 196. Even with the extra modular, the working capacity would be at most 234 

students – requiring at least three other portables to fit all these students into this school. Hart 

Highlands would have a projected enrolment in 2016/17 of 451, and a working capacity of 385 – a 

difference of 66 students. 

It is unclear if these projections are calculated based on the drop at Heather Park Elementary in 

2011/12. This large drop was due to a large number of grade 6 students from the former middle 

school, who had stayed at the elementary school for 2010/11. To give an indication, in 2010/11, 

there were 98 grade 6 students, but 166 grade 7 students at Heather Park. That year Glenview 

Elementary had 26 grade 6 students and 4 grade 7 students, while Hart Highlands had 42 grade 6 

students and 22 grade 7 students. 

If Glenview and Hart Highlands were capped at their working capacity, and those excess students 

transferred to Heather Park, then Heather Park would increase in size from a projected 611 students 

in 2011/12, to 639 students in 2016/17.  
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It is important to note that the nominal and working capacity shown for Heather Park is based on it 

being a middle school, with a maximum class size of 30 students. Given the large numbers of 

kindergarten students currently registered at the school, the capacity of this school is much less than 

is shown in this report.  

Both Hart Highlands and Glenview have had their registration capped in 2012.  

As with College Heights, if additional growth takes place in this part of the city, more capacity will be 

required for elementary schools in this area. 

 

PGSS Elementary Schools 

This family has a large number of schools at less than capacity, and one school with capacity issues.  
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Mackenzie, McBride, Valemount Schools 

 

Mackenzie has seen a large number of elementary schools closed. Given the cyclical nature of the 

town and the lack of alternatives should the population suddenly increase, attention will need to be 

paid in the future to possible capacity issues. 
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District Choice Schools and Programs 
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RecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendations    

The District Parent Advisory Council suggests that an ongoing education sustainability committee, 

with partner group/critical stake holder representation, be formed to monitor and assess 

enrolment changes, school capacity, and any significant events that could affect school district 

operations.  

It is apparent that the impact of declining enrolment that led to the 2010 school closures had been 

visible for a number of years previously. The cancellation of the annual facilities grant made the 

situation urgent, but with the benefit of hindsight, school closures should have been looked at 

before 2009 in order to avoid the unnecessarily disruptive process that was undergone in 2010. The 

District Parent Advisory Council wishes to work with the district to ensure that such drastic 

circumstances need not be faced again.   

As an example, it appears that elementary school capacities are being reached or exceeded in some 

areas, while other areas have excess capacity. Should a school be re-opened? Should any additional 

schools be closed? What is the cost to add a portable to a school, as compared to the cost to reopen 

a closed school? Is housing students in portables or modular classrooms a viable solution? Is 

transporting children to a different area of the district a reasonable method to deal with capacity 

issues? What can be done as secondary school enrolment decreases and elementary school 

enrolment increases?  What impact will the April 2011 BC Supreme Court decision on the Education 

Services Collective Agreement Act (Bill 27) and the Public Education Flexibility and Choice Act (Bill 

28) have on class sizes, and therefore the capacity of schools?   

The district policy 5119, for student registration and transfers, was recently revised. This revised 

policy gives more emphasis to catchment for regular schools and programs, rather than allowing 

children to register in whichever school they wish. This policy will be more used in the future, given 

the implementation of full time kindergarten, the increased numbers in the building of classes, 

growth in different areas of the city, and the upcoming increase in elementary school aged children 

across the district. Some schools will not have any room for additional children, and some schools 

would be faced with an inability to add more children without rebuilding classes and adding 

teachers. The revised policy does not appear to give the school district any clear responsibility to 

transport children to a school that they can be accommodated in, should their catchment school (or 

other local schools) be too full to fit them. The school district may have unwritten, customary 

policies as to how this issue is handled – but it is the written policy that must be followed.  

It is unclear if any record is kept when children are turned away from a school due to capacity issues. 

DPAC is hearing of a number of parents having problems getting their children into schools, but this 

is only anecdotal evidence.  

The District Parent Advisory Council would like to see an annual report be created on the 

condition of our district’s student enrolment and capacity. This report would be delivered to the 

school board at a public board meeting, prior to kindergarten registration and the start of the district 

transfer process, and would also be in time to provide assistance when preparing the following 

year’s budget.  The report would provide information on any caps on registration or transfers, and 

would also provide the board and the public with information on any issues with capacity. 
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Appendix C: Appendix C: Appendix C: Appendix C: List of Schools, Closure Status, List of Schools, Closure Status, List of Schools, Closure Status, List of Schools, Closure Status, 
and Capacityand Capacityand Capacityand Capacity    
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Note: nominal and working capacities have not been modified for Lac des Bois or Heather 
Park Elementary schools. While they were formerly a junior secondary and a middle school, 
they are now both elementary schools. The real capacity numbers would have decreased.  
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MapsMapsMapsMaps    

All Open Schools in the District 

 

About Tableau maps: www.tableausoftware.com/mapdata
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Open Schools in the Prince George area, excluding Hixon 
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All Schools closed since 2001 in District 

 
  

About Tableau maps: www.tableausoftware.com/mapdata
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 Schools closed since 2001 in Prince George area, excluding Bear Lake and Dome Creek 

 

About Tableau maps: www.tableausoftware.com/mapdata
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Open Choice Schools in the District 

 

At this point, there are 3 choice schools (Traditional, Montessori, and single track French) grouped 

very closely together, one choice school (Aboriginal) on the other side of town, and two dual track 

French immersion programs, one in the Hart and one in College Heights. 
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